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Abstract – Speech processing is a prominent issue for researchers since it is employed in the identification and classification of voice 

disorders. Speech is, without a doubt, the most natural means of communication that people utilize to engage with one another. The 

absence or degradation of such a medium will pose a significant danger to appropriate understanding between persons. Detecting 

abnormalities in speech communications is a difficult field of study. 
 

Efforts are being made to design an automatic, rapid, cost-effective and non-invasive recognition system which will discriminate such 

pathologic samples from those of the normal ones. This paper gives the different attempts made by the researchers to detect acoustic 

features of speech mainly to discriminate normal voices from pathological voices. 

 

Keywords – Glottal Pathology, Glottal Features, Support Vector Machines (SVM), 12 Mel-Frequency Filter Bank Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCC), Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Speech is one of the fundamental mediums of communicating known to mankind since the beginning of mankind. The absence or 

deterioration of such a media will pose a great threat to proper understanding between individuals. Such difficulty may arise due to the 

malfunction of the human speech production system or auditory system. In this work, we focus on the problem caused in vocal folds, as 

their movement which contributes towards large, in the production of voice. Any pathology that occurs to alter the periodic movements of 

the vocal folds affect speech produced. Different methods are used by researches to find voice pathology with different features like speech 

signal is analyzed by the acoustic parameters like Signal Energy, pitch, Silence removal, Windowing, Mel frequency Cepstrum, and Jitter. 

Some of the used techniques are mentioned in section II. 

 

Here an attempt is made to analyze and to differentiate pathological voice from normal voice using data mining techniques like Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). We conducted cross-validation experiments on The Saarbruecken Voice Database using support vector machines 

(SVM) for the classification of normal and pathological voices. The speech signal is analyzed to extract the acoustic parameters such as 12 

Mel-Frequency Filter Bank Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and zero-crossing rate (ZCR). The system gives promising accuracy in the 

detection of Glottal Pathology. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Mythili J et al.[1] use the discriminative features in the voice signals to detect the pathologically affected voices. Here Ensemble learning 

technique is used to find the types of disorder invoices. The first component is the extraction of feature vectors using Mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficients (MFCC), Linear predictive coding (LPC), Wavelet Packet Decomposition (WPD), Cepstral Analysis (CA), Jitter, Shimmer, 

Pulse, Pitch, Hormonicity, Intensity, Energy, and entropy methods. The classification of feature vectors is done using ensemble learning 

methods. 

 

Pranav S. Deshpande et al. [2] introduced as a method for reliable detection of glottal instants and EGG parameters from an 

electroglottographic (EGG) signal composed of voiced and non-voice segments. An adaptive variation mode decomposition-based 

algorithm is used or suppressing low-frequency artifacts and additive high-frequency noises. Depending on the center frequency criterion, 

the proposed system first constructs a candidate EGG feature signal for the determination of glottal closure and opening instants. In the 

second stage, the candidate glottal instants are determined by detecting the positive and negative zero crossings in normalized candidate 

EGG feature signals, respectively. Finally, an autocorrelation features based post-processing algorithm is presented to reject non-glottal 

instants from the non-speech production segments. 
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 N.A. Sheela Selvakumari et al.[3] analyze conversation signal by the acoustic guidelines and variables like transmission energy, pitch, 

Silence removal, Windowing, Mel consistency and occurrence Cepstrum, and Jitter. In the end, the classification strategy i.e Support Vector 

Machine is employed to classify the standard and pathology speech, predicated on the features extracted in the last phase. A successful 

computerized Voice Pathology Detector was designed, which can help the speech therapist to investigate and detect the patient's tone of 

voice. 

 

 

Shweta et al., [5] present an LDB algorithm for audio classification. This helps to achieve high classification accuracy. LDB also uses 

simple dissimilarity measures for selecting the nodes and features. A database of 213 audio signals was used.LDB performs well for all 

signals while MFCC works well for music. A combination of MFCC and LDB also gives promising results. 

 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Anis Ben Aicha et al.[6] proposed an automatic detection method of premalignant lesions based on human voice production theory. The 

non-invasive process based on the recorded speech is used for experiments that get an accuracy of 92%. The source signal is first extracted 

namely the glottal flow signal from the acoustic speech using the IAIF technique. The relevance of used descriptors using boxplot and PCA 

analysis is also done. SVM module is used to classify and discriminate premalignant lesions from normal voices. 

 

In [7] the classification techniques like Primary Component Evaluation i.e PCA and Support Vector Machine are used to classify the 

standard and pathological speech predicated on the 27 features confirm extracted from the tone of voice or speech dataset. 

 

V. Srinivasan et al., [8] explored a method of finding the ability of acoustic parameters in discrimination of normal voices from pathological 

voices that were analyzed and classified. The classification of pathological voice from a normal voice was implemented using a support 

vector machine (SVM) [10] and the classifiers were trained and tested. The dataset was recorded by speech utterances of a set of Tamil 

phrases containing speech samples of 10 distinct subjects (5 normal, 5 pathological children). The speech signals were analyzed and were 

extracted. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) based feature selection has improved the classification accuracy of this work. The support vector 

machine shows better performance in terms of classification accuracy. 

 

Radial Basis Functional Neural Network (RBFNN) 

V. Sellam, J. Jagadeesan, et al.[11] provides a classification of pathological voice from normal voice using Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

and Radial Basis Functional Neural Network (RBFNN) with the dataset of Tamil phrases. The voice features like Signal Energy, pitch, 

formant frequencies, Mean Square Residual signal, Reflection coefficients, Jitter and Shimmer are taken into consideration to detect voice 

disorders in children.  

 

Ashish et al.[12] build a Glottal pathology detection system speech processing technology. Here Multilayer Neural Network is used to 

classify the cancerous voice from that of normal voice with various combinations of features like jitter local, jitter local absolute, jitter PPQ, 

shimmer local absolute, shimmer relative, shimmer in dB and pitch periods. A speech database collected from a prominent cancer hospital 

is used for training in a supervised learning model for the classification of cancerous voice from that of a normal voice. 

 

Mean- Area-Peak-Value (MAPV) and Weighted-Slope (WSLOPE) 

L Gavidia-Ceballos and J H Hansen [14] used speech production parameters as complete glottal closure is very hard to obtain in vocal fold 

pathology. The method proves advantageous in the estimation of Enhanced Spectral Pathology Component (ESPC) instead of glottal flow 

waveform, which varies considerably between pathology and health conditions. The meaningful measures Mean- Area-Peak-Value 

(MAPV) and Weighted-Slope (WSLOPE) were derived from the ESPC feature. 

 

A voice contour of the voice signal was used to discriminate between normal and pathological samples in [15], because pathologies in the 

vocal folds cause the voice to weaken and fluctuate. This method may not be successful if the recording of the voice is done in a different 

environment or by a diverse microphone. In [16], the authors used an information theory-based technique, called correntropy, to distinguish 

between normal and pathological voices. The accuracy was around 97%. 

 

Zhong et al. proposed a vocal fold damage detection method using a type-2 fuzzy classifier, where the input voice was transformed by a 

short-time Fourier transform and singular value decomposition [17]. The whole method was deployed in a heterogeneous sensor network. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Pathology voice classification model which detects the pathologically defective voice signals accurately. The implementation of 

statistical methods through the ensemble learning concept is used to identify and predict the normal and abnormal voices precisely. A 

difficulty may arise due to the malfunction of the human speech production system or auditory system. Below figure shows the block 

diagram of the proposed system. 
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Figure: - System Architecture 

 

The fundamental point of this framework is to assist patients with neurotic issues for checking their advancement throughout voice 

treatment. As of now, patients are required to routinely visit an expert to catch up their advancement. Besides, the current approaches to 

distinguish the voice pathology are abstract, intrusive techniques, for example, the immediate review of the vocal folds and the perceptions 

of the vocal creases by endoscopic instruments are finished. Also the current frameworks are typically founded on data identified with the 

vocal tract arrangement, the air-flow going through the vocal creases, and called glottal flow. 

 
Figure: - System Flow 
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These systems are costly, dangerous, tedious, distress to the patients and require exorbitant assets, for example, unique light sources, 

endoscopic instruments and concentrated camcorder hardware. So as to maintain a strategic distance from the above issues, a strong 

framework is executed to distinguish vocal crease pathology at a beginning period from set of highlights like 12 Mel-Frequency Filter Bank 

Cepstral Coecient (MFCC) and zero intersection rate (ZCR) got from basic voice test. The framework helps the clinicians and language 

teachers for early location of vocal overlay pathology and can improve the exactness of the evaluations utilizing Saarbrucken Voice 

Database. The proposed framework can break down voice source includes in discourse information for identification of glottal pathology 

utilizing information mining methods. SVM Classier is created for different element blends to characterize the glottal pathologic voice 

from ordinary voice. The framework is executed utilizing 12 Mel-Frequency Filter Bank Cepstral Coecients (MFCC) and zero intersection 

rate (ZCR). 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

 

Figure: - Training Classifier 

 

 

Figure: - Trained SVM 
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Figure: - Glottal Result {Testing Classifier}. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Short time energy adds considerable value in making correct decision as it is the reflection of amplitude variations. This paper gives the 

survey of different techniques used for tracking the objects and overview of the system that we have implemented to solve the issued related 

to the existing system. 

An attempt is made to implement a system that can give a low cost and quick solution by analyzing voice source features like 12 Mel-

Frequency Filter Bank Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and zero-crossing rate (ZCR) in speech data for detection of glottal pathology. 
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